Because cancer evolution underlies the therapeutic difficulties of cancer, it is clinically important to understand the evolutionary dynamics of cancer. Thus far, a number of evolutionary processes have been proposed to be working in cancer evolution. However, there exists no simulation model that can describe the different evolutionary processes in a unified manner. In this study, we constructed a unified simulation model for describing the different evolutionary processes and performed sensitivity analysis on the model to determine the conditions in which cancer growth is driven by each of the different evolutionary processes. Our sensitivity analysis has successfully provided a series of novel insights into the evolutionary dynamics of cancer. For example, we found that, while a high neutral mutation rate shapes neutral intratumor heterogeneity (ITH) characterized by a fractal-like pattern, a stem cell hierarchy can also contribute to shaping neutral ITH by apparently increasing the mutation rate. Although It has been reported that the evolutionary principle shaping ITH shifts from selection to accumulation of neutral mutations during colorectal tumorigenesis, our simulation revealed the possibility that this evolutionary shift is triggered by drastic evolutionary events that occur in a a short time and confer a marked fitness increase on one or a few cells. This result helps us understand that each process works not separately but simultaneously and continuously as a series of phases of cancer evolution. Collectively, this study serves as a basis to understand in greater depth the diversity of cancer evolution. 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
Red stars indicate normal driver events, which are assumed to be single nucleotide mutations and small indels, while green stars indicate more drastic chromosome-and/or genome-wide evolutionary events producing copy number alterations and chromosomal rearrangements. (E) Our model explaining the temporal shift of evolutionary principles shaping ITH during colorectal tumorigenesis. Post-processing of simulation results 138 To evaluate the simulation results quantitatively, we calculated summary statistics based on 1000 cells 139 randomly sampled from each simulated tumor. these summary statistics are listed in Table 3 . time Algorithm 1 Unified model 1: prepare a stem cell without mutations 2: while p < P or t < T do 3:
for each cell do 4:
if the cell is a differentiated cell then 7:
if rand < 0.5 then 9:
if rand() < g then 10:
divide(the cell) 11:
if p > 1 and rand() < d then 12:
kill the cell (accordingly, p = p − 1 ) 13: # in the case that the cell is replicated, kill one of the two daughter cells and population size indicate the numbers of time steps and cells, respectively, when the simulation is 141 complete. mutation count per cell represents the mean number of mutations accumulated in each of the 142 randomly sampled 1000 cells. By combining the mutations of the 1000 cells, we defined the mutations 143 that occur in 95% or more of the 1000 cells as clonal mutations, and the others as subclonal mutations.
144
The numbers of clonal, subclonal, and both types of mutations were then defined as clonal mutation 145 count, subclonal mutation count, and total mutation count, from which clonal mutation proportion 146 and subclonal mutation proportion were further calculated. The degree of ITH was also measured by 147 Shannon and Simpson indices, which were calculated based on the proportions of different subclones 148 (i.e., cell subpopulations with different mutations) after removing mutations having a frequency less of 149 than 5% or 10%: Shannon index 0.05, Shannon index 0.1, Simpson index 0.05, and Simpson 150 index 0.1. Similarly, after removing mutations having a frequency of less than 5% or 10%, we also 151 checked whether multiple subclones harboring different driver mutations coexist, which is represented 152 as binary statistics, driver-branching 0.05, and driver-branching 0.1. When the simulated tumor had 153 differentiated cells or subclones with explosive driver mutations, the proportion of the subpopulation was 154 calculated as subpopulation proportion .
155
The single-cell mutation profiles of the 1000 cells are represented as a binary matrix, the row and 156 column indices of which are mutations and samples, respectively. To interpret the simulation results division rate increases f fold per mutation; that is, when a cell has n d (= ∑ k d ) mutations in total, the 192 cell division probability g is defined as g = g 0 f n d , where g 0 is a base division probability. In each time having a frequency of less than 5%, we also checked whether multiple subclones harboring different 210 driver mutations coexist, which is represented as a binary statistic, When the value of f is large (e.g., f = 10 0.9 ), driver-branching 0.05 is small, but the clonal mutation 224 proportion is large, which suggests that the linear-replacing process generates a homogeneous tumor, were intuitively interpreted ( Fig. 3) . Under the assumption of weak driver mutations, before a clone 228 that has acquired the first driver mutation becomes dominant, other clones that have acquired different 229 mutations expand, leading to the driver-branching process (Figs. 3A and 3B) . In contrast, under the 230 assumption of strong driver mutations, a clone that has acquired the first driver mutation rapidly expands 231 to obtain more driver mutations serially, leading to the linear-replacing process (Figs. 3C and 3D).
232
The linear-replacing process is very similar to the fixation and selective sweep described in the stan-233 dard population genetics framework (Maynard Smith and Haigh, 1974; Ohta and Kimura, 1975) . Note ing less fitness coexist in the actual population. In the driver-branching process, we observe various 238 subclones that coexist in the population. They could compete with each other depending on their fitness.
239
If different subclones obtain distinct driver mutations with very similar fitness effects independently, the 240 competition between them will be neutral so that none of them can be fixed and they will keep compet-241 ing. This situation is similar to the phenomenon called "clonal interference" in an asexual population 242 (Gerrish and Lenski, 1998).
243
In actual tumors, driver mutations can not only increase the growth rate but also decrease the death 244 rate. To test the effect of driver mutations decreasing the death rate, we also created a modified ver- Figs. 2A-2C ). Growth curve (C) and time-course snapshots of mutation profiles (D) simulated from the driver model with N d = 3, P = 10 6 , f = 10 0.9 , and m d = 10 −1.5 (corresponding to parameter setting E in Fig. 2A-2C) . The time points when snapshots were obtained are indicated by empty circles on the growth curves.
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note that the neutral model is included by the neutral-s model, which is described below). When the mean 274 number of mutations generated by per cell division, m n , was less than 1, the neutral model just gener-275 ated sparse mutation profiles with relatively small values of the ITH score, Shannon index 0.05. In 276 contrast, when m n exceeded 1, the mutation profiles presented extensive ITH, which are characterized 277 by a fractal-like pattern and large values of the ITH score (hereinafter, this type of ITH is referred to 278 as "neutral ITH"). According to these results, it is intuitively supposed that neutral ITH is shaped by 279 neutral mutations that trace the cell lineages in the simulated tumors. Note that the mutation profiles 280 were visualized after filtering out low-frequency mutations. Under the assumption of a high mutation 281 rate, more numerous subclones having different mutations should be observed if we count the mutations 282 existing with lower frequencies. To verify this speculation, we counted the number of subclones generated from a simulated tumor, 284 while varying the frequency cutoffs for filtering out mutations. Fig. S4 shows the plot of the relationship 285 between the number of subclones and the frequency cutoffs. As expected, the results indicate that the 286 simulated tumor presents an increasing number of subclones as the frequency cutoff is lowered. The lin-287 earity of the log-log plot demonstrates that the power law is hidden in the mutation profile, consistently 288 with its fractal-like pattern (Brown et al., 2002) . Note that, although the ITH score does not depend 289 on population size P and the fractal-like pattern shaped in the earliest stage appears to be subsequently 290 unchanged in the time-course snapshots (Fig. 5 ), these are also because low-frequency mutations were 291 filtered out before visualization; the simulated tumor in fact expands neutral ITH by accumulating nu-292 merous low-frequency mutations as it grows.
293
Thus far, several theoretical and computational studies have shown that a stem cell hierarchy can 294 boost the neutral-branching process (Sottoriva et al., 2010; Solé et al., 2008) , which prompted us to ex-295 tend the neutral model to the "neutral-s" model such that it contains a stem cell hierarchy (Fig. S5) . The we define δ = log 10 (d d 0 /g 0 ) and hereinafter use δ instead of d d 0 .
304
The MASSIVE analysis of the neutral-s model confirmed that the incorporation of the stem cell hi-305 erarchy boosts the neutral-branching process 306 (https://www.hgc.jp/˜niiyan/canevosim/neutral_s). To obtain the heat map in Fig. 6A,   307 the ITH score was measured while d d 0 and δ were changed, but m n = 0.1 and P = 1000 were constantly 308 set. In the heat map, a decrease of s leads to an increase in the ITH score when δ ≥ 0 (i.e., d d 0 ≥ g 0 ). A Fig. 4A) . The time points when snapshots were obtained are indicated by empty circles on the growth curves.
smaller value of s means that more differentiated cells are generated per stem cell division, and δ ≥ 0 310 means that the population of the differentiated cells cannot grow in total, which is a valid assumption 311 for typical stem cell hierarchy models. That is, this observation indicates that the stem cell hierarchy 312 can induce neutral ITH even with a relatively low mutation rate setting (i.e., m n = 0.1), with which the 313 original neutral model cannot generate neutral ITH. Shannon index 0.05 while changing the relative death rate of differentiated cells δ = log 10 (d d 0 /g 0 ) and the symmetrical division rate s. The neutral mutation rate m n and the maximum population size P set to 10 −1 and 10 5 , respectively. (B-J) Single-cell mutation profiles obtained for nine parameter settings, indicated on the heat map presented in A.
The underlying mechanism boosting the neutral-branching process can be explained as follows. We Adding the punctuated-replacing process 368 Previously, we analyzed multiregion sequencing data of advanced colorectal cancer and precancerous 369 lesions jointly to demonstrated that the evolutionary principle generating ITH shifts from the driver-to 370 neutral-branching process during colorectal tumorigenesis (Saito et al., 2018) . We also demonstrated 371 that the number of copy number alterations drastically increases during the progression from colorectal 372 precancerous lesions to advanced colorectal cancer, which prompted us to suspect that the punctuated-373 replacing process underlies the evolutionary shift from branching to the neutral-branching process (Fig. 1E ).
374
To examine this possibility, we additionally incorporated the punctuated-replacing process into the com-375 posite model to build the "punctuated" model.
376
For the models considered thus far, we assumed that a cell can infinitely grow without a decrease 377 in their growth speed. However, it is more natural to assume that there exists a limit of population size 378 because of the resource limitation and that the growth speed gradually slows down as the population 379 size approaches the limit. The limit of population sizes is called the carrying capacity and employed from the punctuated model with P = 10 6 , p c = 10 3.5 , m d = 10 −1 , m p = 10 0.5 , and m e = 10 −4 . Growth curve (C) and time-course snapshots of mutation profiles (D) simulated from the punctuated model with P = 10 6 , p c = 10 3.5 , m d = 10 −1 , m p = 10 0.5 , and m e = 10 −3 . The time points when snapshots were obtained are indicated by empty circles on the growth curves. and time-course snapshots of mutation profiles (B) simulated from the driver model with N d = 3, P = 10 6 , e = 10 0.5 , and m d = 10 −4 (a low mutation rate setting). Growth curve (C) and time-course snapshots of mutation profiles (D) simulated from the driver model with N d = 3, P = 10 6 , e = 10 0.5 , and m d = 10 −2 (a high mutation rate setting). The time points when the snapshots were obtained are indicated by empty circles on the growth curves. 
